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Here, we propose an automatic system to annotate and retrieve images. We assume that regions in an
image can be described using a vocabulary of blobs. Blobs are generated from image features using clus-
tering. Features are locally extracted on regions to capture Color, Texture and Shape information. Regions
are processed by an efficient segmentation algorithm. Images are structured into a region adjacency
graph to consider spatial relationships between regions. This representation is used to perform a similar-
ity search into an image set. Hence, the user can express his need by giving a query image, and thereafter
receiving as a result all similar images. Our graph based approach is benchmarked to conventional Bag of
Words methods. Results tend to reveal a good behavior in classification of our graph based solution on
two publicly available databases. Experiments illustrate that a structural approach requires a smaller
vocabulary size to reach its best performance.

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the development of the Internet, and the availability of
image capturing devices such as digital cameras, image scanners,
the size of digital image collection is increasing rapidly. Efficient
image searching, browsing and retrieval tools are required by users
from various domains, including remote sensing, fashion, crime
prevention, publishing, medicine, architecture, etc. For this pur-
pose, many general purpose image retrieval systems have been
developed. There are two frameworks: text-based and content-
based. The text-based approach can be tracked back to 1970s. In
such systems, the images are manually annotated by text descrip-
tors, which are then used by a database management system
(DBMS) to perform image retrieval. There are two disadvantages
with this approach. The first is that a considerable level of human
labor is required for manual annotation. The second is the annota-
tion inaccuracy due to the subjectivity of human perception [1] [2].
To overcome the above disadvantages in text-based retrieval sys-
tem, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) was introduced in the
early 1980s. In CBIR, images are indexed by their visual content,
such as color, texture, shapes. A pioneering work was published
by Chang in 1984, in which the author presented a picture indexing
and abstraction approach for pictorial database retrieval [3]. The
pictorial database consists of picture objects and picture relations.
To construct picture indexes, abstraction operations are
formulated to perform picture object clustering and classification.
In the past decades, a few commercial products and experimental
prototype systems have been developed, such as QBIC [4], Photo-
book [5], Virage [6], VisualSEEK [7], Netra [8], SIMPLIcity [9]. Com-
prehensive surveys in CBIR can be found in Refs. [10] [11].

Image retrieval has been an active research area over the last
decades. There are many researches and review articles that men-
tion the importance, requirements and applications of CBIRS
[12–15]. Most researchers provide an extensive description of im-
age archives, various indexing methods and common searching
tasks, using different techniques and technologies. Currently CBIR
techniques can be classified into two categories: Global approach
by using global visual features to describe images and Local ap-
proach by considering images as the combination of multiple ob-
jects, keypoints or regions.
1.1. Global methods

This technique deals with image globally and tries to character-
ize it by using visual/statistical features calculated from the entire
image. Visual features are classified into primitive features such as
color or shape, logical features such as identity of objects shown
and abstract features such as significance of scenes depicted [15].

Color: In domain of photograph retrieval, color has been the
most effective feature and almost all systems employ colors.
Although most of the images are in the red, green, blue (RGB) color
space. Color histograms are used to compare images in many appli-
cations. Their advantages are efficiency, and insensitivity to small
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changes in camera viewpoint. However, color histograms lack spa-
tial information, so images with very different appearances can
have similar histograms.

Texture: Some of the most common measures for capturing the
texture of images are wavelets and Gabor filters. These texture
measures try to capture the characteristics of the image or image
parts with respect to changes in certain directions and the scale
of the changes. This is most useful for regions or images with
homogeneous texture. Again, invariances with respect to rotations
of the image, shifts or scale changes can be included into the fea-
ture space. Other popular texture descriptors contain features de-
rived from co-occurrence matrices, features based on the factors
of the Fourier transform and the so-called Wold features [16].

Shape features: There are many shape representation and
description techniques in the literature. Marr and Nishihara [17]
and Braddy [18] have thoroughly discussed representation and sets
of criteria for the evaluation of shape. Shape description or repre-
sentation is an important issue both in object recognition and clas-
sification. It has been used in CBIR in conjunction with color and
other features for indexing and retrieval. Many techniques, includ-
ing chain code, polygonal approximations, curvature, Fourier
descriptors and moment descriptors have been proposed and used
in various applications [19]. The query images are represented by
Fourier descriptors which serve powerful boundary-shape repre-
sentation tools because of invariance property in affine transfor-
mation. Among the well-known shape descriptors, the Zernike
moments have been successfully used in many shape contests [20].

Literature on image content indexing is very large, see for
example [21] for a survey. A common approach to model image
data is to extract a vector of features from each image in the data-
base (e.g. a color histogram) and then use the Euclidean distance
between those feature vectors as similarity measure for images.
But the effectiveness of this approach is highly dependent on the
quality of the feature transformation. Often it is necessary to ex-
tract many features from the database objects in order to describe
them sufficiently, which results in very high-dimensional feature
vectors. Those extremely high-dimensional feature vectors cause
many problems commonly described by the term ‘curse of dimen-
sionality’. Especially for image data, the additional problem arises
how to include the structural information contained in an image
into the feature vector. As the structure of an image cannot be
modeled by a low-dimensional feature vector, the dimensionality
problem gets even worse.

To address this topic, several solutions were proposed, involv-
ing spatial relationships between entities in images which can be
Fig. 1. Regions of Interest found by the SIFT algorithm. Processing
symbolic objects (e.g. objects highlighted after a phase of auto-
matic detection or recognition, localization and labeling) as well
as low-level features (e.g. salient points).

1.2. Local approaches

In this part, details about local approaches are provided. Two
main stages are mentioned: Blob extraction and Blob arrangement.

1.2.1. Blob extraction
The detection and description of local image features can help

in object recognition. The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
features are local and based on the appearance of the object at par-
ticular interest points, and are invariant to image scale and rota-
tion. They are also robust to changes in illumination, noise, and
minor changes in viewpoint. In addition to these properties, they
are highly distinctive, relatively easy to extract, allow for correct
object identification with low probability of mismatch and are easy
to match against a (large) database of local features. Object
description by set of SIFT features is also robust to partial
occlusion; as few as 3 SIFT features from an object are enough to
compute its location and pose. Here, we use SIFT (scale invariant
feature transform) [22] to lead a comparative study. The full SIFT
feature set is a 128 dimensional vector that captures the spatial
structure and the local orientation distribution of a region sur-
rounding a keypoint. Recently studies have shown that SIFT is
one of the best descriptors for keypoints [23]. On the other hand,
SIFT provides subsamples of the image leading to a high number
of regions of interest. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 1. This
subsampling effect is not suitable for a meaningful topological
arrangement. A given image is convolved with Gaussian filters at
different scales, and then the difference of successive Gaussian-
blurred images are taken. Keypoints are then taken as maxima/
minima of the Difference of Gaussians. This keypoints detection
is quite light to execute, however SIFT produces a high number
areas which are most of the time involved into a Bag Of Words
strategy, in the literature. Others techniques, Barnard and Forsyth
[24] and Duygulu et al. [25] used general purpose segmentation
algorithms like Blobworld [26] and Normalized-cuts [27] to extract
regions. These algorithms do not always produce good segmenta-
tions but are useful for building and testing models. For each seg-
mented region, features such as color, texture, position and shape
information are computed. Duygulu et al. [25] used Normalized-
cuts to segment images and then extracted 33 features from the
images.
SIFT took 407 ms, 60 features were identified and processed.



Fig. 2. Image preprocessing: Step 2 shows the segmentation results from a typical segmentation algorithm (Blobworld) The clusters in step 3 are manually constructed to
show the concept of blobs. Both the segmentation and the clustering often produce semantically inconsistent segments (breaking up the tiger) and blobs (seals and elephants
in the same blob). This figure was directly taken from [28] since it illustrates well how to obtain blobs.
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1.2.2. Bag Of Words (BoW)
Given a set of training images, a K-means clustering algorithm

is applied to cluster the regions on the basis of these features.
These clusters which they [26] call ‘‘blobs’’ compose the vocabu-
lary for the set of images. Each blob is assigned a unique integer
to serve as its identifier (analogous to a word’s ASCII representa-
tion). All images in the training set can now be represented as a
set of blobs from this vocabulary. Fig. 2 shows the segmentation
and the clustering process for some training images. Given a new
test image, it can be segmented into regions and region features
can be computed. The blob which is the closest to it in the cluster
space is assigned to it. The basic idea of Bag of Words is to depict
each image as an orderless collection of local features. For compact
representation, a visual vocabulary is usually constructed to de-
scribe BoW through the clustering of features. With the visual
vocabulary, we can describe the image as a feature vector accord-
ing to the presence or count of each visual word. Under the super-
vised learning platform, the feature vector forms the basic visual
cue for object and scene classification. In a BoW approach, the clas-
sification stage turns into a histogram based classification,
although the paradigm is simple, it do not contain any geometry
information.

1.2.3. Spatial relationships
Similarity retrieval by spatial image content is done by using

multiple objects and their relationships in space. The main idea
of this technique is to consider an image as a group of objects or
Regions Of Interest (ROI). Therefore, normally this approach re-
quires segmentation process. Once an image is segmented to many
regions, we can use both of their local features and spatial features
for retrieval. In retrieval by spatial image content, not only the
shape, color and texture properties of individual image regions
must be similar, but also they must have the same arrangement
(spatial relationships).

Set representation and affine transformations The query region
features are matched to each target image according to the best
fit of affine transformations, see [29,22]. These transformations
cover situations such as a change in zoom or camera distance to
the scene, foreshortening and vertical shear. The advantage is a
low computation complexity and the drawback is the linear prop-
erty of the transformation which captures only linear distortion.

Tree and graph representation Ideally, the object relationships
are described with a graph as the Attributed Relational Graphs
(ARGs) or Containment Trees (CT) [30,31]. Among the more known
categories of spatial relationships, we can mention the directional
[32–34], topological [35], geometrical [36], and orthogonal [37]
ones. These representations are often invariant to scale, rotation
and translation. Therefore, photos can be taken from any views
and no strong assumptions are inserted. The flip side of the coin
is that such approaches are coupled with matching techniques
which are time consuming. Different approaches have been pro-
posed during the last decades to tackle the problem of graph clas-
sification. A first one consists in transforming the initial problem in
a common statistical pattern recognition one by describing the ob-
jects with vectors in a Euclidean space. In such a context, some fea-
tures (vertex degree, labels occurrence histograms,. . .) are
extracted from the graph. Hence, the graph is projected in a Euclid-
ean space and classical machine learning algorithms can be applied
[38]. Such approaches suffer from a main drawback: to have a sat-
isfactory description of topological structure and graph content,
the number of such features has to be very large and dimensional-
ity issues occur.

Other approaches propose to use embeddings of the graphs in a
Euclidean space of a given dimensionality using an optimization
process the aim of which is to best fit the distance matrix between
each of the graphs. In such cases, a measure allowing graph com-
parison has to be designed. It is the case for multidimensional scal-
ing methods proposed in [39,40].

Another family of approaches also consists in using classical
machine learning algorithms. At the opposite of the approaches
mentioned above, the graphs are not explicitly but implicitly pro-
jected in a Euclidean space, through the use of a similarity measure
adapted to the processed data in the learning algorithm.

In such a context, many kernel-based methods such as Support
Vector Machine or Kernel Principal Analysis were proposed re-
cently [41,42]. They consist in designing an appropriate graph-
based kernel for computing inner products in the graph space.
Many kernels have been proposed in the literature [43–45]. In
most cases, the graph is embedded in a feature space composed
of label sequences through a graph traversal. According to this tra-
versal, the kernel value is then computed by measuring similarity
between label sequences. Even if such approaches have proven to
achieve high performance, they suffer from their computationally
intensive cost if the dataset is large [46]. This problem of computa-
tional cost is not inherent to kernel-based methods. It also occurs
when using other classification algorithms like k-NN. In conclu-
sion, the problem of classifying graphs requires the use of a fast
but yet effective graph distance. In this objective, we used in our
experiments the SubGraph Matching Distance (SGMD) defined in
subSection 2.2.2.

To conclude, Fig. 3 depicts the different CBIR approaches con-
sidering the incorporation of spatial information as a criterion.



Fig. 3. CBIR approach categorization according to the amount of spatial information captured.
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1.3. Recent trends on CBIR

To complete this overview on CBIR, we expose some recent
trends which investigate three directions for improving visual ob-
ject-retrieval performance: a) the first direction is related to clus-
tering algorithm improvements b) a second direction is linked to
the reduction of the amount of objects to be compared considering
spatial information. c) Finally, a third orientation deals with spatial
constraint modelling.

1. Improving the visual vocabulary. In [29], authors improve
the clustering method by using an approximate k-means
algorithm. In typical k-means, the vast majority of com-
putation time is spent on calculating nearest neighbors
between the points and cluster centers. Philbin et al.
replace this exact computation by an approximate nearest
neighbor method, and use a forest of 8 randomized k-d
trees [47] [48] built over the cluster centers at the begin-
ning of each iteration to increase speed. The algorithmic
complexity of a single k-means iteration is then reduced
from OðNKÞ to OðNlogðKÞÞ, where N is the number of fea-
tures being clustered and K the number of clusters.

2. Pruning the search space by late incorporation of spatial
information. The output from performing a query is a
ranked list of images for a significant section of the cor-
pus. In each image, features have been until now consid-
ered as a visual bag-of-words and have ignored the spatial
configurations of features. Philbin et al. [29]investigates
re-ranking the top-ranked results using spatial con-
straints. The spatial verification procedure estimates a
transformation between the query region and each target
image, based on how well its feature locations are pre-
dicted by the estimated transformation. They then re-
rank target images based on the discriminability of the
spatially verified visual words.

3. Modelling spatial representation. The part-based model
initiated by Fischler et al. [49], which later spawned the
star-graph [50,51] and constellation models [52,53] are
examples of that trend that consists in modelling many
interactions between image parts. Though we must
emphasise that the part-based model considerably differs
with our approach, we feel compelled to describe it here
because it efficiently models object parts organised in a
graphical structure somewhat similar to ours. Part-based
model names are given according to the shape of the
graph that describes the interactions between object
parts. The star-graph [50,51] considers that each object
has a central part to which auxiliary, smaller scale parts
are connected. Felzenszwalb et al. [51] combine the star
model with histogram of gradient (HOG, [54]) features
and a generalisation of SVM to predict quickly and accu-
rately the location of objects and object parts in the chal-
lenging PASCAL VOC 2006 dataset [55]. In [51], authors
have managed to formulate the problems of model train-
ing and part detection as a variant of support vector
machine (SVM), coined latent SVM (LSVM). Consequently,
both their training and testing phases are relatively fast.
Moreover, one of the contributions of [51] over the
spring-model of [49] is that the coefficients that quantify
the interaction between two different parts are allowed to
take negative values, as they are in fact weighting coeffi-
cients of an SVM.

4. Positioning our paper. Points 1 and 2 are beyond the scope
of this paper, here the focus is given to content image rep-
resentations with respect to spatial constraints. Regarding
to point 3, we have favoured conceptually weaker models
than the part-based models. The -arguably questionable-
reason behind this strategic decision is that databases of
today labelled images are likely to grow in size and diver-
sity in the future. Thus, we believe that methods that rely
on the comparison to many training samples bears good
promises. It should not be necessary to explicitly model
parts appearance and relationships, because the amount
of data should allow us to make up for intra-class variabil-
ity. However, several essential comparisons can be drawn
between our work and part-based models: first, we rely
on local visual features to populate the nodes of our visual
graphs. Second, we employ connections between visual
features and capture information about these connections
for classification. But, this information is not directly
stored inside a model, but indirectly, through the image
representation. The visual features we extract are
arranged into graphical structures from which we infer
the image labels. Finally, our work should be firmly dis-
tinguished from part-based models, as we do not model
the pairwise connections themselves.



Fig. 4. CBIR taxonomy.
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1.4. Our local approach

A standard CBIR data flow process relies on three phases. The
first one, the extraction of local information aims at finding
relevant areas in the image and then to extract features in these
regions. All these features are grouped into clusters using a
partitional algorithm. Those clustered features form a visual vocab-
ulary that can be used to express the content of an image. Hence,
often an image is transformed into a Bag of Words, and the
comparison of two images turns into a distance between histo-
grams of words. Here in this paper, another point of view is
adopted by trying to take into account the spatial relationship
between regions of interest. Therefore, a given image is no longer
reduced to a set of words but more likely, a graph based represen-
tation is built from the image to enrich the model.

Contributions Here, the paper explores the possibility of adding
structural information for image retrieval. In our case, the topolog-
ical question is taken into account early in the system by the use of
a Graph-Based Representation. Our representation is invariant to
scale, rotation and translation. The contribution of the paper is
twofold: Firstly, we propose a combination of existing techniques
(for segmentation and feature description) in order to obtain a
new image description based on regions. We call this descriptor
Invariant Feature From Segmentation IFFS (IFFS). On the other
hand, we propose to investigate how structural representations
which are invariant to scale and rotation can impact a CBIR
system? Our image descriptor is evaluated in two well-known
datasets and compared against a reference method, such as the
bag-of-words approach.
1.5. Paper organization

The next section (Section 2) is dedicated to the description of
our proposal called IFFS descriptor. Accordingly, blob extraction
and organization are described. In these descriptions, explanations
about visual features and structured objects comparison are de-
tailed. Section 3 is dedicated to our experimental results, compar-
ing BoW, Tree and Graph based approaches. Finally, a conclusion is
given and future works are brought in Section 4.
2. Invariant Feature From Segmentation (IFFS) and spatial
constraints

An important question is how can one obtain an image vocabu-
lary. In other words, how does one represent every image in the
collection using a subset of items from a finite set of items. An intu-
itive answer to this question is to segment the image into regions,
cluster similar regions and then use the regions as a vocabulary.
The hope is that this will produce semantic regions and hence a
good vocabulary. In our approach, an information extraction stage
called Invariant Feature From Segmentation (IFFS) is proposed. The
partition into regions is based on a recent statistical region merg-
ing algorithm [56] while standard Color, Shape and Texture fea-
tures are extracted from each region to characterize them. In
content-based image retrieval the use of simple features like color,
shape or texture is not sufficient. Instead, the ultimate goal is to
capture the content of an image via extracting the objects of the
image. Usually images contain an inherent structure which may
be hierarchical. Once regions and features are extracted, there is
still the question of how to organize them to perform a classifica-
tion stage. We describe two models for image representation and
similarity measurement, which take into account content features
like color, texture, shape. A CBIR decomposition is proposed in
Fig. 4.
2.1. Blob extraction

The blob extraction stage is composed of two phases: Segmen-
tation and visual features extraction.
2.1.1. Segmentation algorithm
Recently, thanks to the increasing speed and decreasing cost of

computation, many advanced techniques have been developed for
segmentation of color images. In particular we used the Statistical
Region Merging [56] algorithm that belongs to the family of region
growing techniques with statistical test for region fusion. SRM is
based on the following model of image: I is an image with jIj pixels
each containing three values (R, G, B) belonging to the set
1;2; . . . ; g. The model considers image I as an observation of perfect
unknown scene I� in which pixels are represented by a family of
distributions from which each color level is sampled. In particular,
every color level of each pixel of I� is described by a set of Q inde-
pendent random variables with values in ½0; g=Q �. In I� the optimal
regions satisfy the following homogeneity properties:

� inside any statistical region and for any color channel, sta-
tistical pixels have the same expectation value for this
colour channel;

� The expectation value of adjacent regions is different for
at least one color channel.

From this model Nielsen and Nock obtain the following merging
predicate:

PðR;R0Þ ¼ true if 8a 2 R;G;B; jR0a � Raj 6 bðRÞ þ bðR0Þ;
false otherwise:

(
ð1Þ
bðRÞ ¼ g

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2Q jRj ln
jRjRjj

d

� �s
ð2Þ

Ra denotes the observed average for color a in region R whereas Rjlj
is the set of regions with l pixels

The order in which the tests of merging were done follows a
simple invariant A:



Fig. 5. A segmentation result. Processing SRM took 1625 ms and 26 features were identified and processed.
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� When any test between two true regions occurs, that
means that all tests inside each region have previously
occurred.

In the experiments, A is approximated by a simple algorithm
based on gradient of nearby pixels. In particular Nielsen and Nock
consider a function f defined as follow:

f ðp;p0Þ ¼ max
a2R;G;B

f aðp; p0Þ ð3Þ

A simple choice for fa is:

faðp;p0Þ ¼ jpa � p0aj ð4Þ

The set of the pairs of adjacent pixel ðSIÞ is sorted according to
the value of Eq. 3. Afterwards the algorithm takes every couple
of pixels ðp; p0Þ of SI and if the regions to which they belong ðRðpÞ
and Rðp0ÞÞ were not the same and satisfactory Eq. 1, it merges the
two regions. Some image examples segmented by SRM algorithm
are shown in Fig. 5.

2.1.2. Features for visual classification

1. Color features: Color Histograms hHi. We discretize the
color space of the image such that there are n distinct
(discretized) colors. A color histogram H is a vector
hh1;h2; . . . ;hni, in which each bucket hj contains the
number of pixels of color j in the image. Typically images
are represented in the RGB color space, and a few of the
most significant bits are used from each color channel
[57]. The 2 most significant bits of each color channel
are considered, for a total of n = 64 buckets in the
histogram.

2. Texture features: Co-occurrence matrices hTi. Statistical
methods use second order statistics to model the relation-
ships between pixels within the region by constructing
Spatial Gray Level Dependency (SGLD) matrices [58].
From SGLD matrices, a variety of features may be
extracted. The original investigation into SGLD features
was pioneered by Haralick et al. [59]. From each matrix,
14 statistical measures are extracted including: angular
second moment, contrast, correlation, . . .Feature values
in all four directions are averaged to build a vector hTi
of 4� 14 ¼ 56 components.

3. Shape features: Zernike Moments hSi. Zernike polynomi-
als are widely used as basis functions of image moments.
Since Zernike polynomials are orthogonal to each other,
Zernike moments can represent properties of an image
with no redundancy or overlap of information between
the moments. Zernike moments are orthogonal and rota-
tion invariant. Taxt in [60]. Moments of orders up to 8–11
are needed to achieve a reasonable shape classification.
According to this result, our shape feature vector hSi is
composed the 13th first Zernike moments.

The complete feature vector hFi is made up of the three feature
descriptors defined above. This lead us to a vector of dimension
133:

jFj ¼ jHj þ jTj þ jSj ¼ 64þ 56þ 13 ¼ 133
2.1.3. Motivation of our choices

1. Segmentation algorithm. About the segmentation algo-
rithm, SRM [56] is a linear-time fast and simple (yet effec-
tive) region growing segmentation algorithm based on an
adaptive statistical threshold merging predicate on color
channels. It runs fast and handles nicely occlusion and
noise.

2. Color features. Many color features could be used, how-
ever color histograms are frequently used to compare
images. Examples of their use in multimedia applications
include scene break detection [61,62] and querying a
database of images [63,64]. Their popularity stems from
at least three factors: (a) Color histograms are computa-
tionally trivial to compute. (b) Small changes in camera
viewpoint tend not to effect color histograms. (c) Differ-
ent objects often have distinctive color histograms.

3. Texture features. On texture classification contests, the co-
occurrence matrix is a popular texture method, which
was assessed successfully on the publicly available Meas-
tex database [65,66].

4. Shape features. The first thirteen Zernike invariant
moments [67] give us global point of view of segmented
regions. They provide sufficient information of shapes
which are not too specific to shape details. Zernike
moments often describe pretty well shapes. Undoubtedly,
they remain on top of shape descriptors, they always
achieve good results in shape contests [20].

2.2. Blob organization

This part is dedicated to image representations and complex ob-
ject measurements. Two models are described a Containment Tree



Fig. 6. Multiple representations.

Fig. 7. Graph decomposition into subgraph world.
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(CT) and a Region Adjacency Graph (RAG). These paradigms are
illustrated Fig. 6. When dealing with structured objects the ques-
tion of dissimilarity measure between objects arises. Here a discus-
sion is brought about the compromise between computational
complexity and accuracy.
2.2.1. Tree based representation (TBR) and similarity measure
One way to model images for content-based retrieval is the use

of trees representing the structural and content information of the
images. To utilize the inherent structure of images for content-
based retrieval, we model them as so called containment trees.
Containment trees (CTs) model the hierarchical containment of im-
age regions within others. The containment hierarchy is extracted
from the set of segments by determining which regions are com-
pletely contained in other regions. In this context, a region Rin is
said to be contained in a region Rcont if for every point p 2 Rin and
every straight line L 3 p there exist two points o1; o2 2 Rcont with
o1; o2 2 L and o1; o2 are on opposite sides of p.

Measuring the distance between two Containment Trees To mea-
sure the similarity of containment trees, special similarity mea-
sures for attributed trees are necessary. A successful similarity
measure for attributed trees is the edit distance. Well known from
string matching [68,69], the edit distance is the minimal number of
edit operations necessary to transform one tree into the other. The
basic form allows two edit operations, i.e. the insertion and the
deletion of a node. In the case of attributed nodes the change of
a node label is introduced as a third basic operation. A great advan-
tage of using the edit distance as a similarity measure is that along
with the distance value, a mapping between the nodes in the two
trees is provided in terms of the edit sequence. The mapping can be
visualized and can serve as an explanation of the similarity dis-
tance to the user. However, as the computation of the edit-distance
is NP-complete [70], constrained edit distance like the Zhang and
Shasha edit distance [71] has been introduced. They were success-
fully applied to trees for web site analysis [72], structural similarity
of XML documents [73] or shape recognition [74].

Zhang introduced the constrained edit distance between two
trees (T1; T2) denoted by dc , which is defined as an edit distance
under the restriction that disjoint subtrees should be mapped to
disjoint subtrees. Formally, dcðT1; T2Þ is defined as a minimum cost
mapping ðMc; T1; T2Þ satisfying the additional constraint, that for
all ðv1;w1Þ; ðv2;w2Þ; ðv3;w3Þ 2 Mc .

� ðv1;v2Þ is a proper ancestor of v3 iff ðw1;w2Þ is a proper
ancestor of w3.

In [75], Zhang presents algorithms for the computing the minimum
cost constrained mappings. For the ordered case he gives an algo-
rithm using Oðj T1 j : j T2 jÞ time.
2.2.2. Graph based representation (GBR) and similarity measure
Here, an extension of the BoW and the CT methods is proposed.

Blobs are structured into an attributed related graph (ARG) in order
to take into account spatial relationships between blobs.

An ARG is a graph where its vertices correspond to regions and
edges correspond to relationships between regions of images. Both
vertices and edges are labeled by attributes corresponding to prop-
erties (features) of objects and relationships respectively.

To retrieve the similarity of images by using ARGs, it is required
to perform a distance measure or a graph matching. Graph



Table 1
Distance between images.

Notation Method Representation Distance

SIFTBoW SIFT Bag of Words Euclidean
IFFSBoW IFFS Bag of Words Euclidean
IFFSTree IFFS Containment Tree Zhang&Shasha tree distance
IFFSGBR IFFS Region Adjacency

Graph
SubGraph Matching
Distance
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matching tolerant to noise and variation is a complicated process
with high complexity. In this paper, a graph distance that compro-
mises between accuracy and time consumption is presented. We
chose an approximation of the well-known graph edit distance
[76,77] called SubGraph Matching Distance (SGMD) [78]. This
sub-optimal solution has the merit to be pretty accurate while
keeping the time complexity quite low. Hereafter, we provide the
guidelines of this graph distance.

Graph decomposition The subparts for the matching problem can
be expressed as follows:

Let G be an attributed graph with edges labeled from the finite
set l1; l2; . . . ; laf g. Let SG be a set of subgraphs extracted from G.
There is a subgraph sg associated to each vertex of the graph G. A
subgraph (sg) is defined as a structure gathering the edges and
their corresponding ending vertices from a root vertex. In such a
way, the neighborhood information of a given vertex is taken into
account. A subgraph represents a local information, a ‘‘star’’ struc-
ture from a root node. The mapping of these subparts should lead
to a meaningful graph matching approximation. The subgraph
extraction is done by parsing the graph which is achievable in lin-
ear time through the joint use of the adjacency matrix. The sub-
graph decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Subgraph matching: Let G1ðV1; E1Þ and G2ðV2; E2Þ be two attrib-
uted graphs. Without loss of generality, we assume that
j SG1 jPj SG2 j. The complete bipartite graph GemðVem ¼
Fig. 8. Subgraph matching: A bipartite graph.
SG1 [ SG2 [4; SG1 � ðSG2 [4ÞÞ, where 4 represents an empty
dummy subgraph, is called the subgraph matching graph of G1

and G2. A subgraph matching between G1 and G2 is defined as a
maximal matching in Gem. We define the matching distance be-
tween G1 and G2, denoted by SGMDðG1;G2Þ, as the cost of the min-
imum-weight subgraph matching between G1 and G2 with respect
to the cost function c0. This optimal subgraph assignment induces
an univalent vertex mapping between G1 and G2, such as the
function SGMD : SG1 � ðSG2 [4Þ ! Rþ0 minimized the cost of sub-
graph matching. If the numbers of subgraphs are not equal in both
graphs, then empty ‘‘dummy’’ subgraphs are added until equality
jG1j ¼ jG2j is reached. The cost to match an empty ’’dummy’’ sub-
graph is equal to the cost of inserting a whole unmapped subgraph
(c0ð;; sgÞ). The approximation lies in the fact that the vertex map-
ping is not executed on the whole structure, but more likely for
subparts of it. The node matching is only constrained by the
assumption of ‘‘close’’ neighborhood imposed by the subgraph
viewpoint of a vertex. This paper adopts a ‘‘Divide and Conquer
strategy’’ and an example of graph matching is proposed in Fig. 8.

3. Experiments

In this section, our graph based approach was benchmarked and
measured up to a conventional BoW methods using both SIFT and
IFFS as information extraction systems. In a two-step mechanism,
we started to analyze the vocabulary size impact choosing the best
parameters and finally we compared both Bag of Words and graph
based representation solutions. A pattern recognition stage was
undertaken to analyze the behavior in classification. The database
images are ranked in the ascending order of their distance to the
query image, with the top k images returned. Two publicly avail-
able databases, Coil-100 and Caltech-101, are used to achieve our
benchmark (i.e. Section 3.2).

In this practical work, the tree distance approximation was pro-
vided by Stephen Wan, Macquarie University in Australia (Refer-
ence [79]) and the SIFT algorithm is an ImageJ plug-in publicly
available [80] while others methods where re-implemented by
us from the literature. The methods were implemented in Java
1.5 and run on a 2.14 GHz computer with 2G RAM. A prototype
version can be downloaded ont the projetct website.1For the com-
prehension of theses tests, we first introduce notations that will
make the reading much simpler. A dissimilarity measure between
images is a function:

d : X � X ! R

where X is an image. We report in Table 1, the notations derived
from this general form.

3.1. Protocol

� In the first experiment, an image classification stage was
carried out. Let Xtr ¼ x1; ::; xnf g 3 RP a crispy labeled set
of training data. Our presumption is that Xtr contains at
1 http://alpage-l3i.univ-lr.fr/.

http://alpage-l3i.univ-lr.fr/


Fig. 9. Columbia University Image Library.
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least one point with class label j; 1 < j < C. Let x be an
unlabeled object that we wish to label as belonging to
one of C classes. The standard nearest-neighbor (1-NN)
classification rule assigns x to the class of the most similar
prototype in a set of labeled training data (or reference
set). Why do we use a nearest prototype classifier?
Because the graph classification problem is defined in a
dissimilarity space, the 1-NN classifier can be used to cat-
egorize objects in such a space, in addition, it is intuitive,
simple, and often, pretty accurate. Hereafter, EnpðXtr ; XtestÞ
denotes the test error committed by the 1-NN rule that
uses Xtest when applied to the training data. For a better
understanding of the time consumption and the classifi-
cation behavior, the number of classes influence is evalu-
ated. Each data set is split up into 6 subsets containing
from 5 to 100 classes (Number of classes: 5, 10, 20, 40,
80, 100). These 6 folds allow us to extend our benchmark.
It makes feasible, for each approach, an estimation of the
generalization power over small or large data sets.

� The last experiment consists in a Content-Based Image
Retrieval process. Images are ranked in the ascending
order of their distance to a given query image. All these
responses (j Xtr j responses) to the query are returned to
compute two measures of performance, named, Precision
and Recall. Precision and recall are two widely used sta-
tistical classifications. Precision can be seen as a measure
of exactness or fidelity, whereas Recall is a measure of
completeness. Algorithm 1 states clearly how to obtain
the values.

Algorithm 1. Precision and Recall computation

Require: For the ith query xij belonging to the class j from Xtest .
Ensure: There exists exactly j Xtr j pairs of precision and recall

measures.
1: For k ¼ 1 To k= j Xtr j by Step = 1 Do
2: Get the k top responses and put them into a list called O
4: Within the list O compute the precision and recall values.
5:

(

precisionik ¼

j Relevant Documentsf g\ Retrieved Documentsf gj
j Retrieved Documentsf gj

jCorrectly Labelled Documentsj
k

6:

8

recallik ¼

j Relevant Documentsf g\ Retrieved Documentsf gj
j Relevant Documentsf gj

jCorrectly Labelled Documentsj
jDocuments of class jj

<
:

7: End For
3.2. Data set descriptions

In this paper, we consider two different labeled image dat-
abases. The well-known caltech-101 database [81]. Pictures of ob-
jects belonging to 101 categories (Fig. 10). About 40 to 800 color
images per category. Most categories have about 50 images. The
training images were hand labeled to create a consistent ground
truth. Note that we consider completely general lighting condi-
tions, camera viewpoint, scene geometry, object pose and articula-
tion. Our database was split randomly into roughly 75% training,
25% validation sets, while ensuring approximately proportional
contributions from each class. More information about this data
set is presented in Table 2. The COIL-100 database [82] consists
of images of 100 different objects. The objects were placed on a
motorized turntable against black background. The turntable was
rotated through 360� to vary object pose with respect to a fixed
color camera. Images of the objects were taken at pose intervals
of 5�. This corresponds to 72 poses per image. Fig. 9 shows an
example image of each class. Randomly, for each class of object,
18 images are withdrawn from the initial set to constitute a test
set. This leads us to a training set of 5400 images and a test base
of 1800 items.

These two sets of data are fairly different and represent an het-
erogeneous environment to prove the merit of our systems. The
Coil-100 database is known to be relatively simple since no back-
grounds are considered and images within the same class are
derived from a single original object, on the contrary, the cal-
tech-101 set is more complex, a same concept gathers different
kind of images from different sources.

3.3. A classification context

Back on track, we keep in mind that the final purpose is to
perform a classification stage in order to evaluate the relevance
of the image models. Based on the data sets described in
Section 3.2, a 1-NN rule is applied to obtain the number of cor-
rectly classified instances (CCI) and the corresponding classifica-
tion rate. Firstly, the number of words impact is investigated and
the results are illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12 for the Coil-100 and
Caltech-101 databases respectively. Then a comparison between
the four image distances is brought considering the best number
of words for each method. These results are shown in Figs. 13.

Complete results figures:

� Fig. 11 gathers four histograms, one for each method
exposed to our evaluation framework (SIFTBoW ;

IFFSBoW ; IFFSTree; IFFSGBR). This complete test aims at under-
lying the influence of the vocabulary size parameter on
the recognition rate. The scalability question is also



Fig. 10. Image Samples from the Caltech-101 Data set. The 101 object categories and the background clutter category. Each category contains between 45 to 400 images. Two
randomly chosen samples are shown for each category. The categories were selected prior to the experimentation, collected by operators not associated with the experiment,
and no category was excluded from the experiments. The last row shows examples from the background dataset. This dataset is obtained by collecting images through the
Google image search engine (www.google.com). The keyword ’’things’’ is used to obtain hundreds of random images. Complete datasets can be found at http://
vision.caltech.edu.
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addressed by increasing progressively the number of clas-
ses. In this way, the behavior of each approach is depicted
as the problem becomes more and more complex. These
tests were run on the Coil-100 set.

� Fig. 12 reflects the recognition rate evolution according to
the number of words and the number of classes for the
Caltech-101 database.
Summary results figures:

� Fig. 13 expresses the best results in classification obtained
for the most suited number of words. It is the quintes-
sence of the results over the two databases, hence, it
makes the comparison more readable and clearer.

http://www.google.com
http://vision.caltech.edu
http://vision.caltech.edu


Table 2
Characteristics of the data set used in our computational experiments.

Caltech-101 Coil-100

jTrainingj 6821 5400
jTestj 2323 1800
IFFS: Feature Length 133 133
IFFS: Average number of nodes 31.34 14.10
IFFS: Average number of edges 72.15 25.905
SIFT: Feature Length 128 128
SIFT: Average number of interest points 121.57 40.02
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� Fig. 14 presents how many words are needed for each
method to provide their best accuracy level. It shows
how sensitive and greedy are the methods about this
question of the number of clusters.

Number of words impact: Tests on the number of words were
carried out. Performance in classification according the number
of words (w) are presented in Fig. 14. The question of the vocabu-
lary size is an important issue. Here, a decision of tuning the
parameter w from 4 to 1024 was taken. In this way, we expect to
cover a wide range of possibilities. A first comment states that
structural approaches reach their maxima with a smaller number
of clusters than BoW methods. Reducing the vocabulary size put
more weight on the graph data structure while a large number of
words is highlighting the information carried by each regions. A
compromise between the feature expressivity and the importance
given to the spatial organization has to be found. As an example,
too many words may turn the representation very sensitive to
noises and small variations, on the other hand, if no feature is
Fig. 11. On the Coil-100 database: Recognition rate in functi
extracted from the regions then only the structure is taken into ac-
count. Those extrema are representative of how the vocabulary
size can impact the classification process.

The histograms presented in Fig. 14 corroborates the following
hypothesis, when the number of classes increases the vocabulary
size should be extended too. Bigger is the problem more words
are needed to describe it. However, our experiments pointed out
that IFFSGBR and IFFSTree needed a smaller set of words than BoW
for the same configuration to reach their best performances.

3.3.1. Recognition rate comparison
3.3.1.1. GBR vs BoW. In the meantime, each database were divided
into six subsets to analyze the number of classes influence. The
Fig. 13 denotes a straightforward fact, a high number of classes
leads to a decrease of the performances as the problem becomes
more complex. Contrarily to our first thoughts, structural based
representation did not overcome the BoW methods in terms of
accuracy. Over the two databases, results of BoW systems outper-
form the structured ones. This leads us to the question: does struc-
ture really matter when indexing natural scene images? The main
advantage of a description of patterns by graphs instead of vectors
is that graphs allow for a more powerful representation of struc-
tural relations. However, in natural images, it appears that the
structure may not be stable enough and this variability might be
misleading. Nevertheless, the use of a GBR method is recent in
CBIR, and we can say that they achieve reasonable results for a
‘‘new born’’ solution. They can obtain similar or slightly under per-
formance than BoW. When at the same time, BoW methods are ma-
ture, they have been introduced decades ago in CBIR, they have the
age benefits. Furthermore, these encouraging recognition rates
on of the number of classes and the number of clusters.



Fig. 12. On the Caltech-101 database: Recognition rate in function of the number of classes and the number of clusters.

Fig. 13. Comparison between CBIR methods. Summary of results obtained with the best number of words for each method.
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reached by GBR methods can be improved, it does exist a rich lit-
erature dealing with the insertion of spatial information into graph
edges. We can mention GBR methods using Bi-dimensional Allen
Algebra (Ref. [83]) or Delaunay triangulation (Ref. [84]). In addi-
tion, the Region Adjacency Graph could be swapped for a neighbor-
ing graph or a visibility graph for instance, but all these variations
on the same theme are beyond the scope of this paper. Here, the
objective was to expose that our results are encouraging enough
and it leave is plenty of rooms for progress in this direction. Finally,
graphs lead to new kind of services, the graph matching problem
can be used to locate sub parts of an image from a crop image as
a query. All these points converge to state the worth of investigat-
ing the graph tools in a CBIR context. A comprehensive comparison
is provided in Table 3. This table sums up the information accord-
ing the following metric (Eq. 5). The mean value of the best results
over the 6 subsets.



Fig. 14. Comparison between the number of words in used by the methods.

Table 3
Average results over the two databases according to the accuracy criterion and time consumption.

Criterion SIFTBoW IFFSBoW IFFSTree IFFSGBR

Coil Caltech Coil Caltech Coil Caltech Coil Caltech
Accuracy (%) 76.25 50.61 95.03a 46.86 78.86 36.68b 90.68a 44.28
Time (s) 17604 14457 24358 19069 645567b 162889b 898279b 250570b

a Statistically significantly better than the reference system (SIFTBoW ) (a ¼ 0:05).
b Statistically significantly worse than the reference system (SIFTBoW ) (a ¼ 0:05).

Table 4
v2 independence test between a Graph-based method and a Bag of Words approach.

v2 test df p� value

IFFSBoW vs IFFSGBR 9922 10000 0.209
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Enp ¼ mean
X6

i¼1

min
w

Enp Xtri
; Xtesti

� �� � !
ð5Þ

It turns out that classification accuracy can be improved by
IFFSGBR compared to the reference system, that is to say SIFTBoW ,
and this, on all number of classes levels. Note that 2 out of 3
improvements are statistically significant.

3.3.2. Independence inter methods
In this experiment, we aim at understanding whether the meth-

ods make the same mistakes or not; if the methods decide wrong
at the same time or not. On the Caltech-101 database, we perform
a v2 test of independence. A test of independence assesses whether
paired observations on two variables, expressed in a contingency
table, are independent of each other -for example, whether
IFFSBoW differs in the decision with IFFSGBR. The contingency table,
in a context of classification, is also called confusion matrix. Each
column of this matrix represents the number of occurrences of
an estimated class, while each line denotes the number of occur-
rences of a real class. From the confusion matrix, we derive the
construction of what we call a dependence matrix. This latter re-
flects the dependence of two classifiers based on different repre-
sentations. In our case, each column of this matrix represents the
number of occurrences of an estimated class by the method one,
while each line denotes the number of occurrences of an estimated
class by the method two.

In this case, an ‘‘observation’’ consists of the values of two out-
comes and the null hypothesis is that the occurrence of these out-
comes is statistically independent. Each outcome is allocated
to one cell of a two-dimensional array of cells (called a table)
according to the values of the two outcomes. The ‘‘theoretical fre-
quency’’ for a cell, given the hypothesis of independence, is

v2 ¼ ðOij � EijÞ2

Eij

In our case, the observed value ‘‘O’’ corresponds to the value of the
dependence matrix whereas the theoretical occurrence is defined
by the average. In each cell, the expected value Eij is equal to the
sum of each element of the line i multiplied by the sum of the ele-
ments of the column j, divided by N.

Eij ¼
xi � yj

j Xtest j

The expected value (E) can be seen as the wanted value in case of
independence.

We computed the v2 for the following setting: IFFSBoW vs IFFSGBR.
We consider a null hypothesis of independence (H0) between the
two methods and then, we compute, by means of a one-tailed sta-
tistical hypothesis test, the probability (p-value) of getting a value
of the statistic as extreme or more extreme than observed by
chance alone, if H0 is true. Results are presented in Table 4. We
compare the v2 score with the theoretical v2 distribution (degree
of freedom (k = 10000), risk level (a =0.05)), v2

a¼0:05;k¼10000 ¼
10233.8). v2 < v2

a¼0:05;k¼10000, so we can say that the hypothesis
H0 of independence can be accepted in with a risk of 5%. The cal-
culated p-value exceeds 0.05, so the observation is consistent with
the null hypothesis, the deviation from expected outcome is just
small enough to be reported as being ‘‘not statistically significant
at the 5% level’’.

In fact, we draw the reader’s attention to de-correlated meth-
ods, they are likely to be combined to perform better. Inspired from
[29] and stimulated by these results of independence, an interest-
ing work will come up. It would aim at speeding up the system by
computing at first a BoW method and later in a second time, to
process a re-ranking stage with the top k responses integrating



Table 5
Average Precision (AP) measure. A comparison of the performance of the four
methods.

SIFTBoW IFFSBoW IFFSTree IFFSGBR

Coil� 100 0.0640 0.3242 0.1818 0.2288
Caltech� 101 0.0314 0.0327 0.0279 0.0335
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spatial information through the use of our graph-based approach.
To avoid sequential comparison of the query with all items stored
in the archive.

3.3.3. IFFS vs SIFT
A comment on the good behavior of IFFS as an extraction infor-

mation system. Hence, Fig. 13 validates the join use of an efficient
segmentation algorithm (SRM) and distinctive features. On the
Coil-100 database IFFSBoW overrides SIFTBoW with a significant level.
Nevertheless, the power of generalization of this statement is lim-
ited by the superiority of the SIFT process on the Caltech-101 data
sets.
Fig. 15. Precision an
3.4. A CBIR context

Precision is defined as the ratio of retrieved positive images to
the total number retrieved. Recall is defined as the ratio of the
number of retrieved positive images to the total number of positive
images in the corpus. The precision and recall in a multi-class
problem is defined through multi-levels (or j is greater than 1).
The overall average precision and recall over all classes j can be
evaluated by the macro-average, which first calculates the preci-
sion and recall on each class j followed by a calculation of the aver-
age information on the C classes.
precision ¼
PC

j¼1precisionj

C

recall ¼
PC

j¼1recallj

C

To evaluate the performance we use the average precision (AP)
measure computed as the area under the precision-recall curve. An
ideal precision-recall curve has precision 1 over all recall levels and
d Recall curves.



Fig. 16. On the Coil-100 databases: Runtimes in function of the number of classes.
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this corresponds to an average precision of 1. The AP scores is used
as a single number to evaluate the overall performance. Results are
reported in Table 5.

On both databases, precision and recall values are computed
and displayed in the Fig. 15.

3.5. Analysis and discussion

The results are somehow promising with respect to the IFFS ap-
proach. It clearly outperforms the SIFTBoW approach in the Coil
database. This result could be expected as images are more easily
segmented in this database. However, in the Caltech database,
where segmentation into regions is more challenging the SIFT ob-
tains better results. On the other hand, the Fig. 15(b) puts forward
that IFFS does not declare forfeit and tends to get a better precision
when the recall is increased. This last comment is re-enforced by
measures given in Table 5. The AP score of IFFSBoW (APIFFSBoW ) is
slightly greater than APSIFTBoW .

Concerning the structural representations results are somehow
encouraging. They are a bit lower than the other approaches, and
only in the Coil database are slightly better than BoW with SIFT,
but clearly worse than BoW with IFFS, which could be the refer-
ence method in this case, as the graph representation is built on
the top of IFFS.

These poor results of the structural approaches seem to refute
the main initial hypothesis about the use of this type of graph rep-
resentation. Nevertheless, the IFFS method is an interesting contri-
bution since it makes possible the organization into graph or tree
whereas SIFT is too versatile to be laid out into a complex structure
(Too many key-points occur when running sift on an image). Tak-
ing into account, the good results on COIL-100, a discussion arises
on the kind of images where IFFS method can be useful. In addition,
the idea of completing this representation with structural informa-
tion is also promising. There is not much work in this direction so
far. Structural representations stand as a kind of alternative ap-
proach with some preliminary results, but to be further investi-
gated. Graph-Based Representation of an image is a rich domain,
relations between regions or points of interest can be modeled in
many ways, among them, we can cite the representations issued
from Delaunay triangulation [84], Allen algebra [83] or a neighbor-
ing graph.

3.6. Time complexity

The graph matching distance (IFFSGBR) can be calculated in Oðn3Þ
time in the worst case. To calculate the matching distance between
two attributed graphs G1 and G2, a minimum-weight matching
between the two graphs has to be determined. This is equivalent
to determining a minimum-weight maximal matching in the sub-
graph matching of G1 and G2. To achieve this, the method of Kuhn
[85] and Munkres [86] can be used. This algorithm, also known as
the Hungarian method, has a worst case complexity of Oðn3Þ,
where n is the number of probes in the larger one of the two
graphs. On the other hand, the histogram distance (used in
IFFSBoW ; SIFTBoW ) is processed in linear time in function of the
number of bins that composes the histogram. A way to compare
the computational cost of the different types of distance was to
undertake an empirical study on the classification stage. The



Table 6
Average response time of a query. A speed comparison of the four methods at the
worst case.

Average response time in seconds SIFTBoW IFFSBoW IFFSTree IFFSGBR

Coil� 100 and 1024 words 28 37 1095 1555
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Fig. 16 depicts a comparison of the runtime execution according to
the kind of distances. This test was performed during the classifica-
tion phase on the Coil-100 database. It takes into account the com-
putation of regions of interest (IFFS or SIFT) and the distance
calculation between image representations.

A first comment aims at illustrating the high time consumption
of the graph and tree distances. These techniques are computation-
ally more intensive than others. Structural approaches may fail to
face the scalability dilemma in the cases of industrial applications,
although their computations remain in polynomial time. Another
point illustrated by the Fig. 16 is the effect of the vocabulary size
on the histogram length. Simply, higher is the number of words
and larger are the histograms. In average, a linear relation exists
between the number of clusters and the time complexity of histo-
gram based methods. Finally, SIFTBoW runs slightly faster than
IFFSBoW (at worst case: 51000 s vs 67000 s). This time gap is low en-
ough to not reject IFFS as a suitable solution considering the signif-
icant accuracy gain it can imply. This little loss of speed does not
discourage the application of a color segmentation algorithm to
extract blobs. For the sake of clarity, we provide in Table 6 the
average response time of a query. This is relevant to the time the
system takes to react to a given input.
4. Conclusions

In this paper, a graph based representation was proposed in a
CBIR context. From a partition into regions processed by an effi-
cient segmentation algorithm, a Region Adjacency Graph was built
to consider spatial relationships between regions. Each region is
characterized using a set of features based on the Color, Texture
and Shape. A K-means clustering algorithm is applied to cluster
the regions on the basis of these features. These clusters which
we call ‘‘blobs’’ compose the vocabulary for the set of images. Each
blob is assigned to a unique integer to serve as its identifier. An
efficient and yet fast dissimilarity measure between structured
data was presented to compare attributed relational graphs. The
whole method was compared to conventional Bag of Words strat-
egies and to another structural approach based on Containment
Trees. The Graph Based Approach overcame the Tree Based one,
however it gave similar or slightly under results than BoW meth-
ods. BoW systems have been introduced a decades ago into CBIR
applications while GBR are quite new in this field of science. Nev-
ertheless, experiments showed that a structural approach requires
a fewer number of words to reach its best performance.

A closer look should be given to the relation between regions.
For instance, a future promising work concerns the enrichment
of the graph representation by the use of a bi-dimensional Allen
Algebra. This description inserted on the edge labels should pro-
vide a better representation of the region layout.

In addition, we want to express the special interest given to
Graph Based Representation in CBIR context, as a final goal, GBR
could offer the possibility to spot sub-parts of images from an im-
age portion of the query image. The flip side of coin is an over-load
of complexity which leads to a higher time consumption.

Inspired from [29] and stimulated by the results of indepen-
dence between BoW and Graph methods, an interesting work will
come up. It would aim at speeding up the system by computing at
first a BoW method and later in a second time, to process a re-
ranking stage with the top k responses integrating spatial informa-
tion through the use of our graph-based approach. A sequential
comparison of the query with all items stored in the archive could
be avoided. Our last perceptive is to avoid discarding information
regarding the visual features themselves by quantisation of the
feature space. This could be envisaged through inexact graph
matching techniques such as graph edit distance.
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